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The analysis of the vertical stnbility of the atmosphere by
means of the upper air sounding is a standard procedure employed by
aerologists as a forecasting aid. The two methods of analysis
presently employed most frequently are the slice method and the par-
cel method.
evidence has recently been accumulated, particularly bv the
U. <3. government thunderstorm projects of 19^6 and 19^7, to suggest
that lateral mixing between ascending cloud air and environment in-
fluences the vertical development of cumulus clouds. Investigations
of Austin (I} {?} and Stommel fllj indicate graphical methods for
determining the effect of entrainraent (lateral mixing) upon lapse rate.
Byers and Braham £6], in their reoort of the results of the thunder-
storm projects, give estimated values of entrainment rates.
The slice method as established by Bjerknes £4} [5} arK* Petterssen
[lOj and modified by Reers [3] is noteworthy in that it provides a
numerical index of vertical stebility. As presently employed, however,
this method assumes that there is no mixing between ascending cloud
air and the environment, ^furthermore, Pressman ££], bv a modification
of the slice method, has shown the qualitative influence of the field
of horizontal divergence uoon convective activity. To modify the
Beers slice method of stability analysis so as to include both the
effects o^ entrainment and of divergence would nrovide an improved tool
for studying the vertical stability of an air mass and for forecasting
the development of cumulus activity. ^0 this end the efforts of the
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research were initially directed. The approach ta'ren was theoreti-
cal, ^he effect of mass divergence was introduced into the slice
method equations, as was a ""actor of entrainment rate. It was
anticioated that the inclusion into the slice method equations of
matheraatic expressions for divergence and entrainment would intro-
duce complexities; however it was thought that some clear estima-
tion of the effect of these factors in combination could be obtained.
Such was not the case. The primary difficulty encountered was that
of analytical representation of the mixing process.
As a different approach, a statistical study of vertical sta-
bility was undertaken "or a single station, with especial emnhasis
upon the effect of vertical distribution o*" moisture. By a compari-
son o^ the upper air variates o* relative humidity and temperature
with the observed weather, an objective technique for stability
analysis w=s developed. This technique indicates the influence of
vertical moisture distribution upon cumulus activity and is applicable




mhe investigation of the slice method of stability analysis as
modified by the introduction of expressions for divergence and en-
trainraent was purely theoretical and mathematical. This development
is set forth in the appendix to the thesis.
The variates employed in establishing an objective technique for
forecasting the stability of an air mass are temperature and relative
humidity. The lapse rate of temperature within an air mass is an
obvious measure of the vertical stability of the air. ^he vertical
distribution of moisture influences convective stability in such a way
that a given layer, if dry above and moist below, will be convectively
unstable, and i** moist above and dry below will be convectively stable.
uence, an objective technique based upon vertical distribution of tem-
perature and relative humidity should provide a measure of the vertical
stability of an air mass.
^or the purposes of this study, the utjper air soundings for the
leather 3ureau station at Dodge City, Kansas were used. Data were taken
from the Upper Air bulletins for the months of August and September, 19^9,
and surface observations were obtained from the daily surface weather
maps of the Postgraduate School.
Soundings were plotted from the upper air data for 02003 and 15003
of each day of August and September 19^9. wrom these, relstive humidities
at standard and significant levels were computed, ^he relative humidi-
ties and temperatures at 85O, 700, and 500 millibars were the principal
5

variates employed. These were recorded for each sounding and differ-
ences were computed as indicated in Table I.
As an aid in determining suitable combinations o^ variates por
use in an objective technique, eraohs were drawn plotting variates
against time and weather conditions; and scatter diagrams were pre-
pared.
From the graphs of Afx against time, it is apparent that while
vertical distribution of moisture influences stability, this influence
is not independent of other variates. In particular, the influence of
moisture distribution unon vertical stability varies with different
laose rates of temperature. AT*, the difference between the 8^0 and
500 mb, temperatures, is a measure op lanse rate; it was observed that
whenever ZIT5 was extreme flarge or small), lanse rate and mean rela-
tive humidity appeared to be in themselves adequate measures of sta-
bility and the effect upon stability of moisture distribution in the
vertical was negligible. On the other hand, ^or intermediate values
of AT5 the effect of moisture distribution ur>on stability was marked.
Accordingly, as a preliminary at. ' • • 'ective criteria
for use in evaluation of the soundings, limits for four different 4T5
groups were selected. For each ^lTj group, moisture criteria were dis-
covered (on the basis of the two months' data) for forecasting the
occurrence or non-occurrence of thunderstorm at ^odge Oity during the
21 J- hours subsequent to each sounding. The AT5 classifications,




T^cq temperature at 8*30 rab. level in °F.
f^KQ relative humidity at 85O mb. level in %,
A^l = ^p.ro - T700
^ T2 - T700 " T500
^T5 = 1*50 - T5QO
^?l = ^850 " f700
Af2 ~ f700 " f500
^f5 = f850 - f500
Zlf max the most positive of the three variates Af\, A?2> A?J<
17T = ^850"*" ^700 +^500 = raean relative humidity for




^laeeification of Soundings According to A Tx value:
?ase T-. AT^ < 20
Caee II: A^ 20-25
?ase TTIA: AT5 26 - 50, RH* < 55^
Oaee IIIB: AT5 26 - JO, IT > 52 £
^ase TV: AT5 > 50

'Subdivision of actual thunderstorm occurrences into " frontal
"
and "air mass" types was not made, ^nly three cases of frontal
thunderstorms were identified from the surface data for the period
under study. Tt should be pointed out, however, that most of the
thunderstorm occurrences observed were during t>eriods when Dodge
City was situated on the western side of a high ores sure cell, ^odge
Oity was, therefore, located within a field o^ convergence which
resulted -"rom southerly *low and which was ^ully as eatable of re-
leasing convective instability as a frontal passage would have been.
Accordingly, a distinction between "frontal" and "air mass" thunder-
storm tyoes was not considered essential.
^om examination of the individual soundings after classifica-
tion into A ^3 grouos, moisture criteria were established for predict-
ing the occurrence or non-occurrence o^ thunderstorm or cumulo-nim-
bus development, ^hese moisture criteria vary among; the di-^ferent
ATz groups, ^or Oase T (AT* <20), which occurred only seven times,
it appears thst absolute stability is greet enough so that neither
moisture content nor iistribution o-° moisture is likely to be suffi-
ciently influential to Droduce thunderstorm activity. At the other
extreme with Oase TV f A "^ > JV), the invest-, ?at-, on indicates that
thunderstorm activity is nrobable whenever the mean relative humidity
is not extremely low and that vertical distribution of moisture is not
of great significance. Oases TT and TTT indicate the importance of
distribution of moisture in a consideration o^ stability. Tn both
7

these cases many different combinations o^ variates were investigated
with regard to their influence unon stability. It was discovered that
mean relative humidity and the distribution of relative humidity among
the standard levels were the most satisfactory variates ^or use in
forecasting tv e Tjossibil^ty o* thunderstorm development.
In order to indicate clearly the results o* this investigation,
forecasting "rules" for the different ^T^ cases were established and
anolied to each sounding, "he "rules", b^sed solely unon the unper air
data and surface observations at ^odge City ^or two months, are pre-





Rule : forecast "no thunderstorm" during
next period (21-^ hrs.^.
19 K/Kj < 26
Rule: forecast "thunderstorm" if RTT > 57 and
^max > ^» an^ both are larger than
at sounding 12 hours previous. Other-
wise forecast "no thunderstorm".
'as e IIIA: 25 <4^ < 51, RH < 55^
'Rule: forecast "thunderstorm" if [ > *t and
4fi > 4^ >^f^ with both A°i and
/1 P2 * 21. Otherwise forecast "no
thunderstorm.
"





Rule: forecast "thunderstorm" if ^H > 50;




Since the "forecast rules" were established as a result of com-
prehensive examination of the upper air soundings at Dodge City, it
is to De expected that, when applied to these same soundings, they
should give accurate results. Such is the c?se. For the "verifica-
tion" o-P a forecast, the weather as slotted on the 00^0 Z and 1250 Z
surface maps on file at the Postgraduate School was used. A forecast
of "thunderstorm" was considered "verified" whenever either the 00;50 Z
or the 1250 Z surface maps subsequent to the upper air sounding (upon
which the forecast was based ) indicated thunderstorm or cumulo nimbus
development at Dodge City or at stations 4^0, 465, and kt'j which are
nesrby Dodge City. Lightning and showers when accompanied by cumulus
activity were also considered to verify a "thunderstorm" forecast.
During the period under investigation there occurred at these surface
stations seventeen thunderstorms, five cases of cumulo nimbus develop-
ment without thunder, one case o^ lightning and one case of showers ac-
companied by cumulus development.
It is unfortunate thst hourly surface data were not available. The
actual weather conditions were known only at 12 hour periods, obviating
the possibility o^ investigating with any accuracy the precise time of
thunderstorm occurrence, furthermore, since past weather is reported only
**or a oeriod of six hours nrior to each surface map, there is a gat) of
six hours between surface maos during which thunderstorm might have occur-
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red without being noted in this investigation. Accordingly, it is
possible that, had complete surface observations been available, a
higher percentage of correct forecasts would have resulted. Vne
results obtained when the forecast rules were anolied to Hodge lity
for August and September 1949 are given in ^able 4. Percentage
correct -forecasts and skill scores are indicated for the five differ-
ent cases. It should be noted that a perfect " pit" between observed
thunderstorm occurrence (or non-occurrence) and the developed moisture
and lapse r°te criteria would result in a percentage correct forecasts
o p 100 and a skill score of one.
Since sufficient surface data for Hodge ?ity was not available
for use as test data, the accuracy of the forecast rules could not be
adequately evaluated. It is not imagined that an objective technique
based upon a mere two months 1 data and upon such an arbitrarily limited
number of variates as the scope of this investigation permitted would
meet a strict test of accuracy when applied to independent data, fri
pprticular, it is almost certain that, because o* the small si?e o -0 the
sample tested, limits of the humidity and moisture distribution cri-
teria were -fixed much too rigidly in order to "forecast" successfully
the highest possible number of occurrences and non-occurrences of thun-
derstorm. It is highly nossible th9t several "-freak" cases within the
small two months* sample which was tested cast a disproportionate weight
in the establishment of criteria and limits.
Table 4 indicates the results of a test made on upper air data at


















































the "forecast rules" established for ^odge ^ity are not sufficiently
embracing to be used without modification at other stations. The
effects of divergence and of advection and the factors of lapse rate
and of moisture distribution at other than standard levels should
certainly be included in a comprehensive amplication o^ an objective
stability analysis. T'hese effects and factors were of necessity
omitted in this study.
Nevertheless, the investigation indicates a method for obtaining
ranidly an^ objectively a measure of the stability o" an air mass and
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Introduction into the slice method equation of an expression
for mass divergence:
The basic assumptions of the slice - ' rre:
(a) horizontal motion does not maintain any net inflow
to or outflow from any stratum determined by the air between
significant levels.
(b) Conditions are barotropic initially.
(c
)
All motions are adiabatic above the surface layers.
In this study, assumption (a), above, was replaced by the
assumption that horizontal motion maintains a net inflow of air
into the ascending column of air with a corresponding outflow
of air from the descending column. Oressman £8] expresses this
condition by
(i) Mv + MV = m'av'
where :M mass of descending air in the unit slice.
Tfi = mass o^ ascending air in the unit slice,
v and v 1 are corresponding unward components
Of velocity,
v* is the speed which, when multiplied by the
mass o^ ascending air in the unit slice,
gives the net rate of upward mass
transport
•
3eers [53 obtains as the fundamental result of the slice
method
Considering the case in which the ascending current is satu-
rated, while the descending current is dry
£L sv-*( tf-tfvn) ip the a8Cending saturated air.
29

««W*-#a) m the descending non-saturated air.
Making these substitutions in (2)
butM*- + nV'-_ m'av^ ao that
lit.
letting tf = Hfcfi^)yiv'4t
which may be compared with 3eers ' equation III
to indicate that the net effect of including in the slice method
equations considerations of horizontal divergence is to multiply
tL by the factor (\- Air'),
The entrainment rate op 100^ ner ^00 mb. suggested by Ryers £6 J
may be expressed as -^ = fto^-QP + «*fe)
™ ^,-Ot? Me- Wo* <*P
where: M^ mass o p ^scendinp- air at level n='o - d«
mass o** descending air at level p = r> - d_
Mol msss of ascending air at level p = p
Mo mass of descending air at level p =» Po
so that with assumed values o p A/ a corresponding value of J_L at any
level may be obtained.
50

was made. This proved of little use because the area term \'
does not lend itself to ready evaluation.
In summation, it is apparent that the ehtraihment Drocess,
which can be adequately described graphically, is not subject
to a simple, continuous, non-graphical mathematical method
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